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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
The Horse Man  
Chelmsford (A.W) 18:45 - Roman Spinner @ 15/2 with Betfair  

The Pro Punter  
Southwell 16:35 - Royal Ruby @ 13/8 with bet365  

Racing Delights  
Ludlow 14:10/15:50 - Gortroe Joe/Heavenly Promise @ 6/4-4/1 double  
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Arsenal Can Go Marching On - By Ian Hudson


The only team with a perfect five match record in the Premier League is Arsenal and 
before Thursday’s Europa League match against Sporting in Lisbon they had won 
ten matches in succession in all competitions. Crystal Palace have lost their last 
three fixtures in the Premier League so on form will struggle to avoid defeat against 
Arsenal in the early match on Saturday. Arsenal can still be backed at 33/1 to win 
the title and despite some relatively easy fixtures in the run of wins that looks a big 
price.


The odds-on favourites to be champions of England this season are Manchester 
City. The defending champions have dropped just four points in nine matches and 
have scored 26 goals and conceded three. City have the best goal difference in the 
Premier League by 10 goals but Liverpool are still level on points and are still 
unbeaten after a quarter of the season. A home match against Cardiff should 
provide three points which will take them to the top of the table at least until Monday 
night. 


Next week’s Monday Night Football is City’s match away from home against 
Tottenham. If the building had gone to schedule this match would have been played 
at the new White Hart Lane. However, there have been delays which means 
Tottenham are still playing their home matches at Wembley. It will be interesting to 
see the state of the pitch after the NFL match last Sunday. It is unsatisfactory that a 
key Premier League fixture could be played on a poor surface due to another sport 
using the pitch.


The delayed move to the new stadium is one of a number of issues at Tottenham. Its 
one thing to be satisfied with your squad and not buy new players in the summer 
but leaving yourself short is another matter. Dele Alli is one of a number of injury 
absentees which have revealed a thin squad. Tottenham played a crucial match 
against PSV Eindhoven on Wednesday after losing on both the first two match days. 
Real Madrid may be in the market for a new manager and Mauricio Pochettino could 
be in the frame. With all this going on the last team you want to meet is Manchester 
City.   


The current league leaders have scored eight goals in their last two matches without 
conceding. The 5-0 home win against Burnley last Saturday is typical of last season. 
City never looked in any danger and once a couple of marginal decisions went their 
way it was just a question of how many goals. The champions are averaging almost 
three goals per match in the league and have let in just one goal in four matches on 
the road. Tottenham could be facing a crisis because City can win the meeting at 
Wembley which would leave them five points adrift of leaders.   


Jose Mourinho seems to be surviving as the manager of Manchester United on a 
game-by-game basis. However, they were close to beating Chelsea in the league 
and were not disgraced against Juventus in the Champions League. A number of 
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ex-players are having their say but a home win against Everton could steady the 
ship. The league title has now gone but Mourinho may target the Champions League 
and winning that would justify his appointment. United can beat Everton at Old 
Trafford.  


Leicester gave Arsenal a game in the first half but were eventually outclassed. 
However, there was no shame in being beaten by a team in great form. West Ham 
had the chances to share the points against Tottenham. Hugo Lloris was in inspired 
form and Tottenham kept a clean sheet and scored the only goal. Leicester can 
make home advantage count and beat West Ham at the King Power Stadium on 
Saturday.      


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Arsenal Can Continue The Run Of Wins  

Arsenal lost their first two league matches but have since put together a run of 10 
wins in all competitions. Some of the football in the home win against Leicester on 
Monday was stunning and now they take that form into a match at Sporting Lisbon 
in the Europa League. In the halcyon days Arsene Wenger would have stuck his 
nose up about playing on Thursdays but new manager has a great pedigree in the 
competition and ARSENAL are 7/1 with bet365 to win the Europa League.  


Unai Emery was the manager of Seville when they won three Europa Leagues in as 
many years. He has won over the Arsenal fans with a breed of winning and exciting 
football. His players are growing in confidence and that process can continue in 
Portugal tonight. Sporting have lost their last three matches against opponents from 
England and Emery is unlikely to play the second string as he values the Europa 
League. ARSENAL are the team to back at 21/20 with Ladbrokes. 


Celtic and Rangers are in Europa League action tonight and both Glasgow teams 
could struggle to win. Chelsea will be too good for BATE Borisov at Stamford Bridge 
in the same competition. They have failed to win just one of their last eight Europa 
League fixtures and can continue that run against the Belarus champions. BATE lost 
6-0 to Arsenal on their last visit to London and even though the win might not be so 
convincing CHELSEA -2 at 5/4 with Betfair is the recommendation. 


Carlisle is not the most glamorous of tracks but the setting is as good as any in the 
country. Its an urban course in woodlands but the quality of the racing rarely 
matches the scenery. The sport today is nothing special but only one of the seven 
races has not attracted the important eight runners for each-way betting. There is a 
competitive handicap chase over three miles and two furlongs at 3.40 with 11 
horses in the field. BALLYMALIN has the form to win the race at 5/2 with Coral. 
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